ONBOARD CLOUD 9

A WHOLE WORLD
WAITING TO BE

DISCOVERED

Despite what cruising habits might suggest,
the world’s oceans do not begin and end with
St Tropez and St Barths. Leaving the beaten
track and heading to the Indian Ocean this
winter, the 196’/60m Cloud 9 proves there’s a
whole world of possibility.
BY MIRIAM CAIN

THE MALDIVES
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ONBOARD CLOUD 9

The traditional cruising grounds of the Mediterranean and Caribbean have long

STEP ON BOARD

attracted the yachting crowd, but those wishing for a little more adventure can

Launched just over a year ago, Cloud 9 was conceived as the ultimate charter

now explore the lesser-chartered waters of more exotic and remote cruising

yacht. She is already sought-after on the charter market following her debut

grounds as owners take their yachts to explore the unknown.

in the Caribbean last winter. She is a yacht that invites barefoot comfort, albeit

As the majority of the world’s charter yachts head off to the Caribbean

with six-star standards and a flawlessly efficient and friendly crew. Designed

later this year, the adventurous Cloud 9 is venturing further afield to discover

by Andrew Winch and her Australian owners with ultra-luxurious yet homely

the lesser-known charms of the Indian Ocean. From the ocean idylls of the

beach-house living in mind, she exudes quality in every detail. As such, plush

Seychelles and the Maldives, to the dramatic coastlines of Thailand, all three

carpets are soft as sand underfoot and their faint ripple design echoes the

cruising grounds offer uninhabited islands, pristine beaches, turquoise waters,

subtle wave-detailing on doors and wood paneling. Continuing the theme, rich

amazing wildlife and sheltered anchorages. They also promise the added plea-

fabrics span from cool beige to coconut brown and tan to every shade of sky-

sure of world-class resort facilities, the likes of One & Only Rheeti Rah in the

and-sea blue on deck – highlighted by a distinctive navy hull. She is the perfect

Maldives, the Maia Resort in the Seychelles or the recently opened Six Senses

vessel for exploring the island idylls as you step ashore from the laid-back

Soneva Kiri in the Gulf of Thailand.

interior and deck design to the white sandy beaches. First stop, the Maldives.

CLOUD 9 ON THE OPEN WATER
© JEFF BROWN/SUPERYACHTMEDIA
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BREAKFAST ABOARD CLOUD 9
© JEROME KELAGOPIAN

For the ultimate island fantasy, the crew can set up cushions and loungers
on your own deserted island, while your chef Markus barbecues the catch of the
day as the sun dips gently on the horizon. Fire torches can then illuminate your
stunning surroundings, but if you want to sleep under the stars you will need to
step back on board and retire to the sun deck as the government does not permit
overnight visitors to stay on any of the uninhabited islands.
Fishing is the way of life in the Maldives. From the decks of your yacht you
can fish at sunrise when saltfish, dogtooth tuna, wahoo and red snapper mill
beneath the surface. You might even spot one of the 20 or so species of whale
ONE &ONLY REETHI RAH, MALDIVES

and dolphin, including the mighty blue whale that arrives in the atolls in the
early morning before leaving late afternoon to feed offshore at night.

MALDIVES

Aboard Cloud 9 you will also have the opportunity to visit remote communi-

Perfect for those wishing to drift Robinson Crusoe style, the Maldives comprise

ties that most people cannot access. The Maldives have been home to a diverse

a string of coral atolls that are home to 1,190 desert islands. Although they

range of cultures, from the Persians who sheltered in the calm waters while

have a combined landmass of only 115 square miles/300 square kilometres,

traveling on their trade route from India to Indonesia, waiting for the winds to

they span more than 41,500 square miles/107,500 square kilometres. Around

change and take them home, to the Africans, British and Portuguese who have

one in 10 of the coral islands are inhabited (generally by luxury resorts), but the

all left their mark, and a rich cultural heritage.

ultimate way to escape to some of the truly deserted islands is aboard Cloud 9,

You’ll find further idyllic atolls en route to the main island of Malé, which is

on which luxuries abound. Discover island upon island surrounded by crystal-

where all international flights arrive and depart. The Lhaviyani Atoll is abound with

clear lagoons encrusted with reefs. You can easily flit from resort to resort, en

uninhabited islands that are perfect for peaceful anchorages, fishing and snor-

route exploring the outer islands and remote dive sites and game-fish grounds

keling. Further south, the Baa Atoll has some amazing diving, especially around

that are inaccessible to most.

the grey reef shark breeding ground at Angu Faru. The dilemma in the Maldives

The Maldives lends itself to a variety of activities, from relaxing and sunbathing on the beach to diving, surfing and fishing, but the glut of water sports

therefore comes not in trying to find a remote island and spectacular dive site, but
singling one out from the many.

equipment on Cloud 9 will more than fill your charter with adrenalin-fuelled
activity. Kayaks, jet boats, water-skis, a wakeboard, towables and snorkeling
equipment vie for your attention, and two Seabobs are the icing on the cake,
whisking you through the water like a dolphin, scooping you under the surf,

CLOUD 9’S VIP CABIN
© GUILLAUME PLISSON

or plunging you deep to dive.
After all that activity, the decks beckon with iced flannels to cool your sunbronzed brow, a cinema of decadent proportions for movie buffs, a tray of freshly
mixed cocktails and a shaded aft-deck treat of gourmet delights – a light enticement before refreshing yourself in your cabin (there are seven on board, including a truly vast owner’s cabin with private observation lounge) in preparation for
canapés and a three-course dinner. Speaking of food, as you would expect on a
superyacht, only the very finest, freshest ingredients find their way on board. From
melt-in-the-mouth sushi to fresh-minted strawberries splashed with a balsamic
reduction, each meal is a masterpiece from chef Markus Gary that can be customized to your preferences to give you a real flavor of the area you’re cruising.
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ONBOARD CLOUD 9

MALDIVES ITINERARY

Here you will find a traditional

DAY 1 - Malé Atoll to Baa Atoll

boat- building village.

(66 nm)
Step aboard Cloud 9 in the Port

DAY 6 – Raa Atoll to Maroshi,

of Malé. Although it is not strictly

Shaviyani Atoll (34 nm)

speaking a marina, it is the sole

From the Raa Atoll, cruise towards

port of entry for the Republic of

the Haa Dhaal Atoll, stopping en

Maldives. As you spend your first

route at the Shaviyani Atoll. Here

night onboard, Cloud 9 will cruise

you will find the historic Haani Tree

to the Baa Atoll, famous for its

(Cordia Subcordata) on the island

plethora of coral islands and luxury

of Maroshi. The tree is a famous

resorts. Soneva Fushi Resort & Spa

landmark dating back to the days

is the original Robinson Crusoe-style

of the Utheemu brothers’ struggle

hideaway on the tropical island of

against the Portuguese.

Kunfunadhoo. Step ashore and dine
in the gardens with local residents

DAY 7 – Shaviyani Atoll to Haa

from neighboring Maahlos island

Dhaalu Atoll (20 nm)

for an insight into the local way of

The Haa Daalu Atoll introduces

life. Contact Executive Chef Alex

you to further relics around

Gares, exch-fushi@sixsenses.

Maamakunudhoo in the southeast

com, or General Manager Laurie

– known as the graveyard of

Burr, laurie@sixsenses.com.

several ships, including the Persia

A GRAND WATER VILLA AT
ONE & ONLY REETHI RAH
© GUILLAUME PLISSON

Merchant wrecked in 1658, and the
DAYS 2 & 3 – Baa Atoll

Hayston wrecked in 1819.

Explore the underwater world of
Kihaadhuffaru Thila where you will

DAYS 8 & 9 – Haa Dhaalu Atoll to

find stingrays and nurse sharks

Utheemu, Haa Alif Atoll (24 nm)

swimming among schools of

The Haa Alif Atoll is the northern-

colorful fish. After working up an

most atoll of the Maldives. Here

appetite, your crew can arrange a

you can explore Utheemu, the

picnic on the uninhabited island of

birthplace of Sultan Mohamed

Gemendhoo. Anchor outside the

Thakurufaanu and the residence of

Kudarikilu lagoon and take the

the legendary hero who freed the

tender ashore. Discover the local

nation from the Portuguese.

island life with a visit to the village
schools and local markets, where

DAYS 10 & 11 – Haa Alif Atoll to

locals weave traditional mats

Shaviyani Atoll (70 nm - overnight)

known as Thun’du kunaa.

to Lhaviyani Atoll (55 nm)
Lunch on the uninhabited island of

DAY 4 – Baa Atoll to Ugulu,

Ekulivaru in the Lhaviyani Atoll or

Raa Atoll (34 nm)

spend a night ashore in a local home

In the neighboring Raa Atoll, you

on the island of Naifaru.

©JEROME KELAGOPIAN

MAKE THE MOST OF CLOUD 9’S TOYS
© JEFF BROWN

can visit the island of Ugulu to
discover the heritage site, Redhinge

DAYS 12 & 13 – Lhaviyani Atoll to

Usgandu. The island is surrounded

Baa Atoll (39nm) to Rheeti Rah,

by numerous anchorages that

Male Atoll (39 nm)

double up as great fishing spots.

Dive at Angu Faru, breeding ground

RHEETI RAH, MALDIVES

for grey reef sharks and a common

The One & Only at Rheeti Rah is an hour’s cruise from Malé. The naturally

DAY 5 – Vaadhoo Faru and

habitat for turtles and schools of

formed island has been expanded to create the perfect fantasy resort.

Alifushi, Raa Atoll (18 nm)

barracudas. Those who wish to

Home to 130 villas, three restaurants, an E’Spa spa, and all the mod cons

Early morning dive in the waters

spend their time reading under a

one could expect from a One & Only resort, Rheeti Rah is a favorite stop

surrounding Vaadhoo Faru before

palm tree are advised to step ashore

on the cruising map. Contact General Manager Stephen Killinger, +960

setting off for neighboring Alifushi.

at Rheeti Rah in the Male Atoll.

664 88 00, reservations@oneandonlyresorts.com.mv.
87
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FREGATE ISLAND IN THE SEYCHELLES

SEYCHELLES

reef nearby provides some fantas-

Diving, big-game fishing and water sports are also the order

tic fishing and diving opportunities

of the day in the Seychelles. Adrift in the Indian Ocean, the 115

but it is the Aldabra group, some

equally postcard-perfect islands that make up the Seychelles

630

archipelago are split into two groups. The Inner Islands consist

of Mahé, which offers one of the

of some 41 granite islands clustered around Mahé, the capi-

most fascinating natural sites on

tal island. Some reach up to 3,280’/1,000m and offer dramatic

earth. It consists of three atolls,

and scenic coastlines. A handful of islands lie just off Mahé’s

Aldabra, Cosmoledo and Astove,

eastern coast in a marine park, and slightly further afield there

and a limestone platform island

are several über-luxurious private islands, such as North Is-

Assumption. Aldabra is only acces-

land to the northeast, and Fregate Island to the east, where you

sible by sea and even then special

can step ashore and discover eco resorts at their best. The

permission is required for cruis-

Seychellois government has adopted a concept of ‘tourism with

ing. But should you secure the

a conscience’ and as such is a global inspiration when it comes

opportunity aboard Cloud 9, it is a

to eco travel. Almost 50 per cent of the land is given over to con-

wonderful experience.

miles/1,000km

southwest

DINE IN STYLE ON CLOUD 9
© GUILLAUME PLISSON

servation zones and a nature reserve and there are two UNESCO
World Heritage sites: the endemic palm forest Vallée de Mai, on

THE STUNNING ANSE SOURCE D’ARGENT BEACH, SEYCHELLES

Praslin, is home to the famous pelvic-shaped coco-de-mer fruit,
while the atoll of Aldabra has the world’s largest population of
giant tortoises. The latter isle is located in the Outer Islands,
where precious few travel.
Formed of low-lying coral, these islands extend in an arc towards the coast of Africa. The Amirantes are the closest of the
Outer Islands and lend themselves well to cruising with several
spectacular atolls for snorkeling and diving. The Farquhar group,
southwest of Mahé, is more exposed than the remaining two
atolls of Aldabra and Cosmoledo, and there is pleasant shelter in
the lagoon should you be able to enter. The massive Providence
88
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SEYCHELLES INNER

discover the endemic palm forest,

ISLAND ITINERARY

Vallée de Mai – home to the famous

DAY 1 - Mahé to Sainte Anne’s Marine

pelvic-shaped coco-de-mer and

Park (4 nm)

today a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Set against a backdrop of the

You might also be lucky enough to

spectacular mountains of Mahé, the

come across a Black Parrot. Golfing

Wharf Hotel & Marina is where you

enthusiasts can spend the afternoon at

will board Cloud 9. With only a handful

the 18-hole championship golf course

of berths for yachts over 98’/30m, the

at the Lemuria Resort. Contact Golf

DAY 4 – La Digue Island to Frégate

including delicate orchids, vanilla

marina can accommodate yachts of

Manager Olivier Morio, +248 281 230,

Island (15 nm)

vines, and hibiscus amidst thousands

up to 197’/60m. As you familiarise

golf@lemuriaresort.com.

The verdant Frégate Island is home

of coconut palms.

yourself with your new surroundings,

THE GENEROUS OWNER’S SUITE
© GUILLAUME PLISSON

to the Seychelles’ original luxury eco-

cocktail in hand, Cloud 9 will cruise to

DAY 3 - Praslin Island to La

hideaway. Once believed to have been

DAY 6 – The Sisters to Aride Island to

the Marine National Park lying just off

Digue Island (4 nm)

the haunt of pirates, the private island

North Island (42 nm)

Mahé. Within the marine park there

The following morning cruise

has been transformed to its original

North Island is famous for its celebrity

are several islands including Sainte

around the twin islands of Cousin

ecological state and has welcomed

guest list but equally impressive

Anne and Moyene – the latter of which

and Cousine. The latter is private,

back endangered birdlife, including

is its dedication to preserving the

is renowned for pirates’ treasure

but cruising past you will witness

the magpie robin and native reptiles,

environment in which it is located.

and on which lives an eccentric

an island undergoing a huge

including the giant Aldabra tortoises.

Set in a climate of unabashed luxury,

Englishman who has been looking for

restoration programme to bring it

Step ashore to simply witness the

the private island resort is following

treasure for more than 30 years.

back to its primal state. Between

birdlife before a treatment at the

in the footsteps of Frégate Island.

Praslin and La Digue you will also

Rock Spa and dinner at the Plantation

Step ashore and enjoy Creole cuisine

DAY 2 - Mahé to Praslin Island

find a handful of large granite rocks

House restaurant. Contact Chairman

prepared by Executive Chef Neil

(24 nm)

where you can snorkel and see giant

Marc Aeberhard, +248 727 400.

Wager. Contact General Manager

Awake for breakfast at anchor off Anse

wrasse swimming around. Spend

Lazio on the popular island of Praslin.

the afternoon discovering the nine

DAY 5 – Frégate Island to The Sisters

One of the world’s most photographed

miles of spectacular coastline of La

(11 nm)

DAY 8 – North Island to Silhouette

beaches, this is barefoot relaxation at

Digue. Anchor off Coco Beach or

The satellite islands around Praslin

Island to Mahé (26 nm)

its best. Wander along the pink coral

Anse Source d’Argent – the latter of

comprise Félicité, Marianne and the

Anchor off Silhouette Island and take

beach or snorkel among the large

which is another of the world’s most

Sisters Islands. The islands are perfect

the tender ashore to discover the

granite boulders that are scattered

photographed beaches accessible

for an afternoon of water sports

island’s volcanic, mountainous terrain.

along the shoreline. Bon Bon Plume

only by boat or on land by bicycle. Step

followed by a peaceful anchorage. It is

Following a day exploring and enjoying

is a small, secluded restaurant on

ashore and take a bike ride through

not unusual to see numerous turtles

the coastline, cruise back to Mahé and

the beach offering traditional Creole

the island’s interior and stop at the

along the reefs in this area. Step

then spend a few nights at the Maia

cuisine (lunch only). Step ashore and

bird sanctuary.

ashore and discover a wealth of flora

Luxury Resort and Spa.

Martijn Brouwer, +248 293 100.

MAIA, SEYCHELLES

READER OFFER: Elite Traveler readers can take

Located on the main island of Mahé, the Maia Luxury

advantage of Maia’s exceptional cuisine and wine cellar

Resort and Spa is ideally located for a few days ashore

as the resort is offering a special promotion where

before or after a cruise of the Seychelles Inner Island

guests can enjoy one-night free and a complimentary

archipelago. Set on the secluded Anse Louis beach, the

dinner for two on each night (excluding beverages),

resort’s 30 villas offer maximum privacy and seclusion. All

based on a minimum stay of four nights. Guests will also

have views over the Indian Ocean, be it from the sheltered

receive unlimited diving. (Diving includes equipment

Ocean front villas, perfect for families, or the Ocean view,

hire and applies to introductory and exploration dives

Ocean panoramic and Signature that share the unique

only. Private boat hire and dives can be organized at an

position on the hillside overlooking the bay. Large terraces

additional cost. Offer valid until 25th December 2010)

house dining areas, infinity pools, outdoor baths and day

For further information on Maia, go to www.maia.com.

beds for lounging. Each villa has its own butler to attend to

For the ‘Dine for free’ offer, please contact Corinne

your every whim – be it in villa dining, organizing your spa

Delpech, + 248 390 367.

CLOUD 9’S OUTDOOR JACUZZI
© JEROME KELAGOPIAN

treatment, or babysitting while you wander down to the
open-air dining pavilion and beachfront bar.
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VILLA AT THE SONEVA KIRI BEACH, THAILAND

THAILAND
Next stop, Thailand. A well-established travel hot spot, Thailand still retains its endemic
appeal. On a seven-day cruise around its west coast islands, you can make the most
of uninhabited islands, pristine beaches, amazing underwater life, and well-protected
anchorages that make the Andaman Sea, with Phuket at its hub, the reigning maritime
jewel of Southeast Asia.
As Thailand’s largest island, Phuket has a wonderful concoction of culture – from
pearl farms to colonial-style mansions to Chinese pagodas, Muslim mosques, and of
course Buddhist temples. The largest and most beautifully ornate of these is the Chalong
Temple – worth a visit for a touch of Thai history and culture. Try to arrange a morning
visit on the weekly holy day when you can experience the monks chanting Buddhist scriptures. Phuket is the essence of Thailand; the perfect introduction to the wonderful sights,
sounds and experiences that the country has to offer.
THAILAND IS A WELL-ESTABLISHED HOT SPOT

Step on board Cloud 9 and disappear to the surrounding islands in Phang Nga Bay.
Most of the 100 islands in the bay are uninhabited, offering secluded anchorages under
soaring cliffs fringed with jungle. The geology here varies from low, gently sloping hills

© GUILLAUME PLISSON

to steep karst outcrops, some of which have been immortalized by the James Bond film
The Man With The Golden Gun.
South of Phang Nga Bay lie the Phi Phi Islands. Phi Phi Don (hilly island) echoes the
shape of a butterfly, half of which is scrub-covered cliff, the other half jungle-clad with coconut groves and palm-fringed beaches. The island is as stunning below the waterline as it
is above, making it one of the finest diving spots in Southeast Asia. Neighboring Phi Phi Le
(in the sea) is uninhabited and all the more wild.
Lying off the west coast of Thailand are the Similan Islands. These nine granite islands
were named by Malay fishermen who plied the waters (‘sembilan’ means nine in Malay),
but today they have a Marine National Park status and are preserved. Great boulders of
smooth granite lie in jumbles along the shoreline – this is nature at its finest, but it is
deeper down that nature really comes into its own.
Almost 50 nautical miles north of the Similan Islands lie the Surin Islands.
The two main islands, Koh Surin Nua and Koh Surin Tai, are separated by a narrow strait
with just a few small pockets of lush, exotic mangroves and scenic beaches nestled in its
coves. Cloud 9 sets off in the early evening back to Phuket.

90
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THAILAND ITINERARY

caves to the large internal lagoons.

schools of pseudo orcas have been

DAY 1 – Phuket

The island of Koh Hong is a popular

spied in this underwater world.

Board Cloud 9 in the Yacht Haven

collection point for bird’s nest soup, a

Marina Phuket. Situated on the

local delicacy, and you will see locals

DAY 6 – Similan Islands to Surin

northeastern side of the island, the

shimmying up the towering limestone

Islands (48 nm)

marina is surrounded by tropical

walls on bamboo poles to capture the

The Similan Islands to the Surin

gardens and occupies a site of

prized swallows’ nests.

Islands is a pleasant afternoon’s

200 acres overlooking the Pak Pra

Relax on board as Cloud 9

cruise. The shallow-water coral reefs

Channel. Here you will find restaurants

winds her way gently south to the

here are perfect for snorkeling, while

and bars aplenty serving the 280

Phi Phi islands for an overnight

swirling in the deeper depths divers

berths, which can accommodate

anchorage. The waters are abound

can chance across seldom-seen

yachts of up to 230’/70m.

with coral gardens providing a

ribbon eels, crocodile fish and leaf fish.

colorful playground for rare tropical
DAY 2 – Phuket to Koh Phing Khan

creatures, soft corals and dramatic

DAY 7 – Surin Islands overnight to

(20 nm) to Koh Panak & Koh Hong

vertical walls that make for a diverse

Phuket (92 nm)

(18 nm)

marine environment. Alternatively,

Cruise back to Phuket and take the

Phang Nga Bay itself is not that large,

you can scout your way around Phi

flight to Bangkok. After the serenity of

but its many islands ensures that

Phi Le and its half-hidden coves and

life at sea, it’s fun to return to land for

Cloud 9 can steer away from other

welcoming bays and then float in

a touch of five-star luxury at Soneva

yachts and discover hidden beaches

the millpond-calm shallows pooling

Kiri, located in the Gulf of Thailand.

and coves while the day-trippers flock

beneath spectacular cliffs. You may

to the more famous spots. Wait until

chance upon Viking Cave where

late afternoon when the crowds have

ancient rock paintings of boats line

eased and discover the impressive

the walls.

© GUILLAUME PLISSON

site of Koh Phing Khan (James Bond
Island), before a quiet anchorage at

DAYs 4 & 5– Phi Phi Islands

the neighboring Koh Panak, Koh Hong

overnight to Similan Islands

and Koh Naka Yai islands.

(100 nm)
As you sleep, Cloud 9 will make her

DAY 3 – Koh Hong to Phi Phi

way across the calm seas to the

Islands (24 nm)

Similan Islands. Here you can dive

Rise early and take the kayaks

with whale sharks, leopard sharks and

through the Koh Hong and Koh Panak

white tip and black tip sharks; even

© JEROME KELAGOPIAN

ONE OF CLOUD 9’S LOUNGING
AREAS© GUILLAUME PLISSON

SONEVA KIRI
Nestled in the rainforest on the small island of Koh Kood

experience at a magnificent location and Slowlife dinner

close to the Cambodian border, Soneva Kiri has 42 vast

experience at The View. Guests will receive a VIP welcome

villas, 12 different menus, a spa and a unique dining pod

on arrival and a 90-minute Soneva Kiri signature massage

that sits high amid the trees. Part of the Six Senses group,

treatment once during the stay. The offer is valid from 20th

the resort is on track to become zero-emission, part of the

July through until 18th December 2010 for all new bookings

group’s plan for its portfolio of properties worldwide. Having

made directly to Soneva Kiri based on Best Available Rate on

said that, they do have a private airstrip complemented by

www.sixsenses.com. The offer is for maximum two persons

electric buggy transfers.

sharing only, extra person charge applies to third person or

READER OFFER: ‘Stay Longer, Indulge More’ Soneva

more. The offer is applicable on all villa types.

Kiri are offering Elite Traveler readers a complementary

For

fourth night with every three consecutive paid nights or

www.sixsenses.com. For the ‘Stay Longer, Indulge More’

complimentary sixth and seventh night with every five

reader offer, please email reservations-kiri@sixsenses.

consecutive paid nights. This includes daily breakfast in

com or call +66 (0) 3961 9811 and quote ‘Elite Traveler

your villa or in the dining room and a daily dinner experience

Reader Offer 2010’ or contact General Manager Marteyne

including their Benz’s authentic Thai home cuisine dinner

Van Well, marteyne@sixsenses.com.

further

information

on

Soneva

Kiri

go

to
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It may take a little more planning to charter further afield but the rewards are worth it and, after
all, that’s what your charter broker is there for –
to assist you and arrange the ultimate charter for
you. To this end, they will liaise with local agents
to ensure that entry procedures go smoothly and
that any visa requirements are handled efficiently.
Your charter broker can also advise if there is an
airstrip locally to accommodate your jet; and they
can recommend whether you will need to charter
helicopters or sea-planes to access Cloud 9 for
certain areas.
Cloud 9 has all the latest telecommunications
equipment on board and she carries numerous
spare parts, with the most essential equipment
being fitted with alarms to pre-warn of any problems. The yacht also has the latest security systems installed to ensure passengers’ safety, which
is the yacht’s utmost priority when cruising distant shores.
There are only a few yachts that venture further
afield to the Indian Ocean. Yachts will usually only be
in this part of the world for a limited seasonal period
and charters need to be booked well in advance. So
if you are looking for an adventure this winter, catch
Cloud 9 in the Seychelles, Maldives or Thailand.
Cloud 9 is available for charter through Camper
& Nicholsons International, www.camperandnicholsons.com. Contact Charter Broker Barbara Dawson,
+1 561 655 2127, bd@pal.cnyachts.com. Cloud 9 carries four sets of diving equipment that can be used
by qualified divers. Due to strict protocols and local regulations, it is advised that guests should
use local dive guides for all diving areas. This can
be arranged through your charter broker.
© JEROME KELAGOPIAN

THE FORMAL DINING AREA
© GUILLAUME PLISSON

© GUILLAUME PLISSON
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CLOUD 9

Prices from €315,000 per week

Length: 196’7/60m

Guest accommodation includes vast,

Beam: 36’8/11.2m

open-plan owner’s suite on the main

Draft: 11’3/3.45m

deck, with private observation lounge;

Builder: CMN Yachts

a VIP with private balcony on her bridge

Year: 2009

deck; and four double guest cabins on the

Staterooms: 7

lower deck, two of which can be converted

Guests: 12

into twin beds.

© JEFF BROWN

Crew: 15
Charter grounds: winter 2010/2011
Indian Ocean

CMN Yachts and Elite Traveler Superyachts welcome guests onboard Cloud 9 during
the 20th Monaco Yacht Show, on Thursday 23rd September, in collaboration with
Ulysse Nardin. Cloud 9 is berthed on the Quai Nord (NO2) near the Chicane entrance
to the show. Should you be traveling to Monaco on that day, please email Lorraine
Chu at lorraine.chu@elitetraveler.com for further information.

THE STAIRCASE IS STRUCTURED AROUND TWO MAGNIFICENT
GLASS FIN STRUCTURES © GUILLAUME PLISSON

© JEROME KELAGOPIAN
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